Information Technology Solutions

Providing DevOps Leadership and Teams
DevOps Starts with Leadership
xOps helps organizations run

Where does the leader start? Does he start with

their technology more effectively

picking the right people who are more collaborative in

and more efficiently.

mind-set or pick engineers who understand how to
use collaborative tools? xOps delivers both.

DEVOPS CONSULTING
xOps drives DevOps

Our DevOps thought leaders get buy it from

implementation with our

organizational stakeholders driving transformation

management consulting and

from the top down and bottom up simultaneously. We

talented engineers. At xOps we

start working with individual teams to quickly show the

specialize in DevOps

value of what DevOps brings to the organization. We

transformation.

work closely with our clients to bring the right
resources to help spur your transformation. We
believe that good DevOps resources are great
developers and great operators but, more than
anything, they are great collaborators

Designing the Organizational Model

Recruiting and Managing People

It takes more than a DevOps engineer to make a DevOps

DevOps is no longer an infrastructure guy that wants

organization. DevOps is a cultural shift. It is a deeper

to do development, or a development guy that wants

understanding of what it takes to build and run

to do infrastructure. We find that most effective

applications and services and building empathy across all

DevOps engineers understand both. More than

teams. DevOps is about breaking down silos and building

anything our engineers bring a keen focus on the

an organization that meets market demands.

customer.

xOps provides team leaders, architects, and engineers.
We can help organize those teams, help to decide when
to expand the team, and how to make changes on what
people are doing and maybe broaden or narrow their
roles. Helping you meet your business needs is our
primary objective.

OPEN SOURCE TOOLS

Picking the Right Tech and Tools

xOps is developing a suite of

If the tools don't satisfy what it is they're trying to do, as

Building and Measuring the
Process

open source tools to help

opposed to going off and doing their own thing, we bring

As more enterprise companies are taking on the

operations run seamlessly. Our

that feedback back to the release engineering function/

challenge of DevOps, the need for standard

cornerstone product, xView,

We then have them build a tool, and collaborate, for them

measurements has become more evident. Over the

provides data correlation and

to have the tools available to satisfy the challenges

years of working with companies of all sizes we have

presentation to help customers

they're running into. Once we’ve created a tool-set, and

helped to understand and define measurement

analyze data from multiple

we've deployed and gotten adoption, we want to have a

techniques which focus, not just on the DevOps

sources in one place. xView

DevOps engineer married to the program, and they own it

methodologies, but also on the results. Our methods

takes data from any source, from

for the entire lifecycle of that product.

have been applied to companies in size of upwards of
$7B with over 50,000 employees.

system level information to
business metrics, to provide a

The right tools and automation help your engineers work

holistic picture of how your

more efficiently driving down the cost of operations. We

Determine what results you need to drive in your

systems are working

want to give teams all the dashboards and automation

company and let us help you measure success.

hey need. Coupled with an understanding of what's
important, and what's noise, they can effectively bring

DEVOPS M A N A G E D

high reliability to the product. DevOps as a culture ties it

SERVICES

all nicely together allowing the organization to scale using

We provide onsite and offshore

the self-service tools. The individual functions come

managed services. Our DevOps

together and provide a more holistic solution.

Managed Services are the best
because we put senior
engineers on the front line. Our
front line engineers help
automate fixes and develop selfhealing systems. We apply
machine learning to help

Breaking Barriers, Building Bridges
With DevOps, it's about breaking barriers, and bridging
engineering with operations. We want the DevOps
engineer to have ownership, not just of the features
they're releasing, but how it performs in production, and
that ownership and accountability is key to what we do.

anticipate and prevent downtime
and outages.

The leader needs to not only communicate with the team
but have the sense of ownership. If something is
constantly going down, it's on them to make their lives
easier, make engineering's life easier, and address those
problems. xOps focuses on tight feedback loops from
product back into the engineering to deliver more value to
the customer more rapidly.
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